DAILY SUMMARIES FROM 1-50th DAILY STAFF JOURNAL (DA Form 1594)
Extracted from photocopies of original Daily Staff Journals of the 1/50(M) Infantry Battalion by R. Sarlin.

1 Jun 1969. At 0639 B/1-503, 2d plat tripped a booby trap M26 frag grenade, 1KIA, 1 WIA, dusted off
BR935850. At 1610 A/1-50th captured a male at BR984799. He was carrying a bottle of penicillin. At
1930 A/1-50th reported hearing AW fire and 10 rds M79 at BR939790. Neg results. At 2042 A/1-50th
reported an intel report from a hamlet chief of Chanh Khoan (1) stating a NVA VC plat was operating
in our AO. The leaders name was Lee Duc Huong Denn. At 2120 A/1-50 2d plat rec’d some SA fire
from 200 meters east of their loc. Neg friendly cas or dam. Although 2 villagers were wounded and
dusted off.
2 Jun 1969. At 0010 A/1-50th 1st plat ambush spotted 1 VC 100 meters from their loc. The element
initiated contact with SA. The indiv threw a frag and fled in an unk direction. Neg friendly cas.
BR972797. At 0730 A/1-50th found a cave at BR993792. Requested an engineer was requested to
blow cave. At 0833 Scout plat rec’d sniper fire from village at BR934792. Neg cas. Picked up 13
detainees from same location. At 0907 Infernal lead spotted 2 indiv at BR934782 in a hole. He had a
wpn. The chopper rec’d some fire and returned fire resulting in 2 indiv (male) slightly wounded, 1
KIA (female). At 1120 3d plat B/1-503 found a commo complex in a cave at BR996796. EOD team
requested so cave can be destroyed. At 2330 A/1-50th rec’d 2-3 satchel charges from the north. Fire
was returned with SA and AW wpns. Neg friendly cas or dam. Enemy unk. BR980794. Recalled
hawk to CP.
3 Jun 1969. At 0750 SRAP plat 200 meters east of their patrol base hit a booby trap. Neg cas. Blew
the propeller off the boat engine. At 1430 B/1-50th at Bridge 1 had some VN children bring 15 US
claymores, 2 chicom grenades, 12 M79 rds, 2 M26 grenades. The children saw VC bury the munitions.
They dug it up and took it to bridge 1 under the VIP program BR931766. At 2000 hrs B/1-503
reported find ng 10 air holes over a 100 meter area. Believed to be air vents. Will investigate further
next day.
4 Jun 1969. At 1225 SRAP picked up 2 detainees ages 20 and 28. Both females, no ID’s. NP say their
husband are VC. BR967830. Also have boy age 12. At 1405 2/A/1-50th picked 1 male detainee age
58 at 1400 BR951815. Found 1000 lbs of rice in his hooch. At 2010 B/1-503 rec’d M79 rds from a
village at BR968878. Neg cas. At 2026 A/1-50th rec’d satchel charge (one) from east of their CP. It
landed 50 meters away. Neg cas or damage.
5 Jun 1969. At 0845A/1-50th reported that 2 old women came and told them that 3 days ago about 20
VC came into their village and took 3 boys ages 14-16 old with them BR965815. At 1255 A/1-50th
found and destroyed a booby trap consisting of a trip wire connected to a M26 frag BR991791. At
1905 A/1-50th fond ten B40 rockets. They are still searching. Also found four 60mm mortar rds, 2
chicom grenades, 5 rifle grenades, 1 claymore, and 1 bag of AK ammo. BRE993793. At 1820 A/150th spotted 1 VC with a wpn. He fled towards some caves at BR991791 and disappeared. He was
engaged with SA. Neg res.
6 Jun 1969. At 0730 B/1-503 and B/1-50th exchanged missions B/1-503 moving from AO Fork to
bridges and B/1-50th moving from bridges to AO Fork. Scout element (one section) was placed
OPCON to B/1-503 to act as mobile reaction force on bridges. At 0730 Scouts left LZ Uplift enroute
to the bridges. At 0745 50% B/1-50th enroute to AO Fork. At 0830 Co A found 2500 lbs rice at
BR952817. At 1145 B/1-503 reported exchange of missions complete. They are in control of the
bridges. At 1240 Bridge 1 report a small VN boy brought in two 81mm WP, three 81mm HE, six
60mm HE rds to bridge 1. Ten minutes later another brought in one 90mm tank rd. At 1630 at
BR915783 Bridge reported small boy brought in two 81mm rds to them and said he knew where there
were more. They asked him to bring them to the bridge and he returned with 9 more 81mm and one
60mm HE rds. A patrol from Bridge 1 went with the boy but found nothing. They paid him 4500
piasters under the VIP program. At 1645 B/1-503 reported a 2 ton truck ambushed from 522 Maint
Co heading south. Hit with SA fire only from west side of the road 300 meters north of bridge 7. Neg
casualties. A three track reaction force was sent to sweep the area. Results one detainee, male 50 yrs
old, later released.
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7 Jun 1969. At 1035 A/1-50th 3d plat spotted 4 people at BR993791. Two of the individuals had wpns.
They were engaged with SA fire at 100 meters. Neg res or cas. At 1250 A/1-50th 3d plat found 16
AKs, several AK rds. They spotted 12-15 people wearing blue shirts. Killed 2, detained 1. Neg wpns,
neg friendly cas. At 1900 B/1-50th rec’d AW fire from NE at BR951866. neg cas. At 2320 LZ Crystal
rec’d 3-5 satchel charges, 3-4 mtr rds from the south. Also sniper rds. Spooky was called and
expended, 120 arty HE, 10 rds 60mm Illum. One friendly WIA. Enemy unk BR895658. AT 2323
Bridge 7 reported receiving 14-20 sniper rds from 300 meters to the SW. Fire was returned with neg
res. At 2359 LZ Ollie reported hearing a VC yelling outside the perimeter. Appeared to be some sort
of Psyops opns. Area was fired up, neg results.
8 Jun 1969. At 0053 LZ Uplift rec’d approx 8-10 incoming rds landing btwn the greenline and motor
pool in the 1-50th area. Neg damage, 1 G M slightly wounded. Fire came from unk direction. Counter
mortar was fired unk res. At 0105 LZ Salem rec’d approx 3 mtr rds in the SW corner of the LZ. Neg
cas or dam. Counter mtr was fired unk res. Enemy fire came from unk direction. At 0125 Phu My hqs
rec’d approx 6 mtr rds on the west side of the compound. Neg cas or dam. Enemy fire came from
BR889684. Counter mortar was fired unk res. At 0925 Scouts/1-50 found a booby trap at BR917796
& blew it. At 0926 SRAP plat/1-50 rec’d 1 rd M79 at BR966829. Neg cas. Checked out the area, neg
findings. At 1205 a VN boy brought three 155 rds, five 105 rds, three M79 rds to Bridge 3. He was
paid 41oo$VN. At 1620 Bridge 8 reported taking sniper fire from NE and the west. A scout track
reported receiving fire at BR89565. Both elements returned fire with SA and AW. A convoy south of
Bridge 8 also rec’d fire resulting in 2 US wounded both dusted off. At 2100 Bridge 1 spotted 8
flashlights, fired the area up with automatic wpns. Neg results. Br936767. At 2210 A/1-50th 2d plat
rec’d approx 15 sniper rds from the east. Fire was returned with SA and AW. Neg dam or cas
BR953814. At 2355 On a request from A/1-50 hawkeye aircraft flew a mission to check on the village
at CR003848. A large amount of movement was spotted. It appeared to be fishing orientated
activities.
9 Jun 1969. At 1200 B/1-50th found a booby trap (M26 grenade) at BR948851. They destroyed it. At
1330 elements from C/7-17 CAV conducted a CA. PZ Uplift at 1330, LZ BR887806 at 1336. Results
of CA. Three detainees were taken at 1408. At 1415 approx 2200 lbs of rice was found. At 1430 1
VC KIA at BR887796. At 1600 A/1-50th 1st plat PZ1534; LZ 1543 BR875805. At 1655 Satan was
extracted and sent back to Salem. At 1714 Hawks nest spotted 2 VC running across a rice paddy into a
village at BR970885. One of the men was carrying an AK47. At 1724 A/10-50th 1st plat had a man
wounded by a frag booby trap. He was dustoff. Same element was extracted at 1725 hrs. At 2040
SRAP LP heard voices on the lake approx 100-150 meters away. Fired M79 & M60. The LP then
rec’d fire from 150 meters east. Area was shot up with Illum and SA. Area was searched with neg
findings.
10 Jun 1969. At 0115 Bridge 4 rec’d a frag from an unk direction. Two tracks from Salem went to
investigate with neg findings. At 0118 Scout/1-50th were dispatched from Uplift to check one village at
BR956787. SA fire was reported and MACV rec’d a report VC were in the village. Scouts found neg
contact but did pick up 3 WIA RFs and returned them to Uplift. At 0248 B/1-503 on the way back to
Salem from Uplift after taking man with dislocated shoulder to Uplift, rec’d SA fire from a village at
BR933768. Neg cas. At 0920 A/1-50th reported a cow tripping an anti tank mine which killed the cow
and wounding a little girl in the face and arms. Dustoff was called for the little girl. At 0940 Maj
Culpepper reported spotting 2 bodies near bridge 1 as the result of the contact at 0118 3 PFs KIAs, 2
WIAs 2 VC KIA. 1st plat A/1-50 picked up the VC bodies at BR943768. At 2041 Uplift rec’d 2 mtr
rds near the motor pool. Neg cas or damage. Counter mortar was fired. At 2115 B/1-50 2d plat rec’d
2-3 rds M79 rds. The area was shot up with SA and arty. Neg friendly cas or dam. Enemy unk.
Br965875.
11 Jun 1969. At 0820 3/B/1-503 picked up 1 female detainee at BR983789. She had no ID, was 32 yrs
old. About 15 minutes later they picked up another female detainee at BR983789. This one was 40 yrs
old. She stated that every 10-15 days VC come into their village and get resupplied. At 1025 2/B/150th at BR972873 found a bunker with over head cover (3’x4’x3’). Found 20 expended M16 cartridges
in the bunker. The bunker was destroyed.
12 Jun 1969. At 0640 a 45 yr old male came into B/1-503 camp and told them that there were 10 VC
in the village at BR903852. The VC took 14 villagers captive at BR900858. They were moving to
BR897857 and wee armed with M16. At 1010 a message was sent to A/1-50th, B/1-50th, B/1-503
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concerning VIP. Because the RFs are giving rds to people to turn in un the VIP for money, we will no
pay for these rds. Explain to the people why we won’t pay them. At 1130 a track from A/1-50th hit a
mine at BR958799. There was 5 US WIA, 1 US KIA, 1 RF WIA. The mine was believed to be a
pressure detonated 175mm rd. The track was destroyed. At 1240 2/A/1-50 was moving to where the
track hit the mine when they were ambushed at BR950815 by 7-8 VC with SA. There were neg
friendly cas, unk enemy. 2/A/1-50th swept the area and picked up 3 male detainees ages 50, 30 & 19.
They had no weapons. At 1800 The SRAP found an NVA poncho pegged down and it had a lump
under it. They suspected it was a booby trap and destroyed it in place. Location was 200 meters SW
from BR992812. At 1807 1/A/1-50th spotted one person while going to BR971773. The person fled
and they shot. Neg res. They also found some bunkers and checked them out with neg findings. At
2120 3/A/1-50th ambush opened up on 2 people at a 100 meters to their SW. They searched the area
with neg results.
13 Jun 1969. At 0910 B/1-503 rec’d word from M31 that a plat of VC were located at BR899849. At
0911 Co A/1-50th found 15-20 NVA coins and 150 lbs of wheat at BR979790. At 1825 RF Co 291
made contact with estimated VC squad. One plat A/1-50th reacted to the contact BR969790. Results 2
WIA (PF). Dustoff called 1845 complete 1930. At 2110 2/A/1-50th fired on 3 people with light at 100
meters from their loc at BR957816 resulting in one 50 yr old male, one 28 yr old female, and a 3 yr old
child being wounded. Dustoff complete at 2145. At 2020 3d Co, 1st Bn, 41st ARVN Reg engaged est
VC sqd resulting in one VC KIA & 1 AK47 CIA.
14 Jun 1969. At 0930 B/1-50th engaged 5 VC BR976860 resulting in 1 VC, two M26 grenades, and 2
females all CIA. At 1140 B/1-50th 2d plat track hit a mine at BR968874 resulting in 4 US WIA. The
track was damaged. At 1220 B/1-50 detained 2 males and 1 female suspects. At 1550 a village chief
reported to B/1-503 that there were 100 VC at BR957754 and 40 VC at BR951784. Checked out with
neg res. At 1645 the C&C ship 1-50th captured 2 detainees at BR947748 and 2 more at BR955792. All
had no Ids. At 1945 two LOHs rec fire from BR929782 and returned fire resulting in 2 civilians WIA.
15 Jun 1969. At 0915 2/A/1-50th at BR960818 picked up 11 draft dodgers wanted by the ARVN, 3
persons wanted by the RF, 23 persons wanted by the PF, and 2 VC informants. They extracted the
draft dodgers and informants to Phu My. At 1928 1B1-50th rec’d SA fire from BR963867 and returned
fire. They made a sweep and had neg results. At 1710 W5 of 41st ARVN engaged est VC sqd at
CR026687 resulting in 2 VC and 1 submachine gun CIA.
16 Jun 1969. At 1056 2/A/1-50th apprehended 1 female age 28 at BR950815 who stated she was a
Chieu Hoi. She said she was in charge of 11 VC. Later she was classified as a VC PW. At 1210 B/150 killed one male VC at BR965863. They also detained 2 females who where in the vicinity but later
they were released. At 1500 3/B/1-50th tripped a booby trapped M26 grenade at BR993793 resulting in
two US WIA. At 2335 SRAP had a trip flare go off & fired up the area resulting in 1 WIA US.
17 Jun 1969. At 0735 A/1-50 held 4 detainees for questioning. They were later released. At 0830
A/1-50 had 5 males and 1 female picked up at BR953817 by the SRAP. At 0935 SRAP rec’d AW fire
from CR0083. At 1020 CC s ip dropped one female detainee at uplift. She was picked up fleeing from
the area where AW fire was rec’d. At 1120 2/A/1-50 found a covered wall at BR81788 with 2 empty ‘
“ shells nearby and two 81mm HE rds with charges on them. At 1310 3/A/1-50 picked up three
detainees at BR82788. There were 8 ambushes.
18 Jun 1969. At 0045 hrs a RF element ambush opened fire on a VC sqd. VC returned fire. One VC
fell and was carried off by his comrades. VC armed with AK47. CIA one pistol and one bag rice. At
1120 A/1-50th detained one 19yr old female with no ID at BR987788. She was extracted to Uplift. At
1730 Hq93 173 abn bde ¾ ton truck was ambushed at BR903857 resulting in one KIA, one WIA & one
man hurt when thrown from vehicle. Scouts reacted with 5 tracks weeping to the west with neg results.
At 2010 A/1-50th spotted lights at BR886866. Fired 81mm mortar. At 2235 Phu My received 3-4 B40
or 57 RR rds. Neg damage or casualties. At 2335 LZ Ollie & Bridge 7 rec’d sniper fire with neg
damage or casualties.
19 Jun 1969. At 0600 hrs SRAP’S received fire from the East of their APB. Neg casualty or damage.
At 1010 hrs SRAP’S received automatic and small arms fire from BR978843, BR983837. Neg
casualty. Also found some documents at BR983838. National police thought they were important. At
1340 hrs 15 to 20 individuals were spotted at 885864. Duster from strong point #1 and Arty was fired
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into the area. Neg results. At 1845 A/1-50 reported 4 tracks stuck in the rice paddies. Pulled them out
later.
20 Jun 1969. At 0600 A150 second Plat picked up a Chieu Hoi age 37 male and brought him to the
company CP. He was captured at BR951816. At 1716 Dust Off was called for a wounded RF, he was
accidentally shot by a fellow RF. At 2005 B/1-50 third Plat picked up 1 male detainee while enroute to
their night location. Br936844. He then led the third Plat to a hut where they picked up another
detainee who National Police say is VC. Both men taken to B/1-50 CP. At 2006 B/1-50 second plat
captured 1 VC at BR956855. He confessed to the national police of being a VC. He reported that 4
other VC were in the area. He reported that 4 other VC were in the area. Sweep of the area produced
nothing further. At 2235 B/1-503 spotted flashlights at BR884863. Redleg and 81 MM mortar were
fired unk results.
21 Jun 1969. At 0628 hrs A/1-50 second plat reported village chief at BR966808 knows whereabouts
of three VC. This is a joint opn with 291 RF Co. At 1200 hrs gunships were requested for a RF
element at BR879840 who was in contact with estimated one plat VC/NVA force. The scouts 1-50
linked up with the RF’s to form a joint opn. At 1405 hrs Scouts reported a body of a dead VC, credited
to Arty. BR888840. Also found two ammo boxes with two sets of fatigues, a poncho, 400-600 lbs of
rice. At 1725 hrs B/1-503 third plat initiated contact with two VC moving west to east at BR889856.
VC wearing green khakis and hats were carrying packs. At 2000 hrs 2/A/1-50 rec’d small arms fire
from approximately 15 VC. Neg casualty or damage. At 2001 hrs bridge 1 reported that 3 boys turned
in some ammo found in Phu Quang at BR959797. Thirty VC come into the village everynight from the
tiger mountains.. VC are armed with M1 carbines, M79’s. VC have already killed one boy for turning
in ammo. The kids will come back tomorrow.
22 Jun 1969. At 0100 hrs A/1-50 began receiving B 40’s from the north, east, west. Also M079
rounds from the east. An automatic weapon was firing from east and west Neg casualty or damage. A
sweep of Phu Ninh 4 resulting in finding a naked village. No one was around VC must have been in
the village and fired them up. At 0642 hrs A/1-50 found 4 B-41 and 1B-40 tail assemblies near
980794. Also some AK and BAR brass. At 0800 hrs A/1-50 found a bloody bush hat, bandages and a
pair of boots at BR984791. At 0840 hrs A/1-50 found a bunker at BR987788 with ruck sack and AK
rounds and rice in the bunker. At 1115 hrs second plat B/-50 received 1 M79 round at BR975894 from
150-200 meters away. Chased VC from 250 meters and received 2 more M-79 rounds 3 friendly WIA.
Unk enemy. At 1325 hrs B/1-50 second and third Plat PZ 1325 hrs BR972882 LZ1330 BR973895.
23 Jun 1969. At 0615 a C/A was conducted by 1st plat of A Company and a sweep of village to the
west along with SRAP. Resulting 16 detainees from village located BR984821. (An Quang) at 0945
hrs villagers reported to B/1-503 that 1 VC was killed by Arty near Phu Nhieu who body was removed
by other VC. At 1040 third plat B/1-503 engaged 2 VC at BR981847 resulting in 1 VC/NVA WIA. At
1250 hrs B/1-503 & A1-50 were alerted for exchange of missions. There were 9 ambushes located.
24 Jun 1969. At 0950 hrs a hamlet chief reported that there were VC in his hamlet at BR904854. B/1503 checked out with neg results. At 1734 hrs first co 3d Bn 41st ARVN Reg made contact with
estimated company size element of VC. Contact lasted till 1930 hrs 1 friendly KIA 4 WIA. At
BR855728. At 2003 hrs A/1-50 received 1 satchel charge blown in from south east approximately 500
M engaged with organic weapons. Neg results. At 2000 hrs 4/41st ARVN engaged estimated squad
size VC resulting in 2 VC KIA, 1 CARBINE CIA. There were 8 ambushes.
25 Jun 1969. At 0559 hrs 2-B-1-50 made C/A at BR959767 and conducted combined opns with RF &
PF. At 0520 hrs RF made contact with 2 or 3 VC. Results 2 slightly wounded US by friendly M-79
fire, 1 concrete hooch destroyed. 1 detonating device, 1 pair sandals, 2 packs clothes CIA at
BR957767. At 0945 hrs hawks nest spotted 4 people with ruck sacks at BR963897 and weapons. Area
checked out by hawk eye who spotted 4 people with ruck sacks at BR96897 but without weapons. At
1317 hrs C-7/17 Cav made CA at BR960896 with negative results. At 1410 hrs S-3-1-50 had 2
detainees picked up at BR967897. At 1630 hrs 1-A-1-50 picked up 1 detainee at BR995824. At 1718
hrs 4 Bn 41st ARVN regiment reported finding 3 bodies KIA by air strike or gunship. At 1520 hrs 3d
Co 1st Bn 41st ARVN regiment engaged 7 VC at BR878727, resulting in 1 VC KIA and the following
CIA 1-60MM mortar, 1 SKS, 1 Thompson submachine gun and 20, 60 MM rounds. At 1735 1-A-1-50
found 5 haystacks each concealing a cache of rice. At BR989832 also 7 pots of potatoes. At 2145 hrs
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1-A-1-50 received small arms fire. Returned fire with organic weapons with neg results. There were
four ambushes.
26 Jun 1969. At 1130 hrs 1st plat A Co received sniper rounds, gunships called in with neg results. At
1147 hrs 1st plat from A co was extracted BR989832 and inserted at BR980794 closing at 1230 hrs at
1235 hrs Co A/1-50 assumed control of Q1 19 at 1530 hrs Co B/1-503 assumed control of AO Thor &
Coron at 1855 hrs third plat B/1-503 engaged 1 male and 10 female VC resulting in 1 male VC KIA at
BR978792, 2 rucksacks, with miscellaneous equipment & 2 clips AK 47 ammo CIA. AT 1952 second
plat A/1-50 on bridge 3 received 80-100 rounds small arms & automatic weapons. At 1840 hrs first
plat of RF Co 320 tripped 1 VC booby trap hand grenade resulting in 2 RF WIA. There were 5
ambushes.
27 Jun 1969. At 0815 hrs 1-B-1-503 engaged 3 VC at 200M resulting in 1 VC KIA at BR988796. At
1015 A-1-50 purchased the following a bridge 1, 4 105rounds, at bridge 3, 1 M-79 round at bridge 7, 1
60Mmround and 1 M-79 round. At 1035 hrs request was made for sea force at BR987868 and was
cancelled by Bde at 1045 hrs. At 1015 2-B-1-503 found 4 punji pits and 2 booby traps which they
destroyed. At 1150 hrs B-1-503 had 70 detainees, 20 female 50 male which they policed up at site of
body killed at 0815 hrs. 7 were held and extracted to uplift & 6 were sent on to Endlish. At 1620 hrs
3-B-1-503 engaged 3 VC at BR987773 resulting in 1 VC KIA & 1 SKS CIA & VC VIA. At 2045 hrs
SRAPS spotted 2 boats at BR968842 without lights. They paddled out but boats made it to shore ahead
of them. There were 5 ambushes.
28 Jun 1969. At 1225 hrs an interpreter tripped a booby trap at BR968794 resulting in 1 WIA. At
1500 hrs 3 VN boys were booby trading a village at BR920817 and accidentally set one off resulting in
1 KIA. At 2200 hrs the SRAP detained 6 boys & 4 adult males for curfew violations. There were 6
ambushes.
29 Jun 1969. At 1100 hrs the 1st plat Co B/1-50 was relieved by 3d plat Co A/1-50 at Phu Cu Pass.
Closing at Uplift at 1130 hrs. At 1500 hrs 2d plat B/1-503 found 2 booby trapped M-26 grenades at
BR998793 which they blew in place. At 1728 hrs the OIC at the hawksnest got cut up on the barbed
wire and had to be dusted off at 1925 hrs 3d plat B/1-50 requested medivac for two VN women who
tripped a booby trap location Unknown at 2030 hrs an element of the 41st ARVN Regt. ambushed an
estimated VC squad at BR872606 resulting in 2 enemy KIA. At 2115 hrs an element of 41st ARVN
Regt. ambushed an estimated VC squad at BR006717 resulting in 3 enemy KIA & 1 SKS & 2 M-26
CIA. At 2240 hrs bridge 2 had a man dusted off for a broken finger incurred when he jumped into a
bunker.
30 Jun 1969. At 0605 hrs 1st plat of B/1-50 was CA from Uplift at CR015833. At 0710 hrs 3d plat of
B/1-503 spotted a man and a woman coming toward their ambush results 1 male WIA BR998823. At
0737 hrsB/1-50, 3d plat received 15-20 AK rounds wounding 1 GI at BR955862, 3d plat picked up 3
detainees and CO got 1. B/1-503, 3d plat picked up 1 male detainee at BR962808 also 3d plat found 1
anti personnel mine, 2 81 MM 1 HE 105 round. They were blown in place at BR975785
approximately 0927 hrs B/1-503 3d plat found 1 pineapple type grenade booby trap at BR992800
approximately 0945 hrs. At 1015 hrs B/1-503 3d plat found 1 M26 booby trap. Also at 1030 hrs
CR002806 3d plat made contact with 1 VC at 50 meters. Results 1 VC KIA at 1051 hrs charlie Charlie
took small arms fire approximately BR985841. At 1053 hrs SRAP was ambushed with 1 Claymore.
Results 1 GI WIA. At 1055 B/1-503 3d plat spotted 3 VC 1 with M-16, 2 with AK47. Said they
wounded one, but they all got away BR998823. At 1100 hrs CO request mini Cav at BR998823, said
gooks all over the place. B/1-503 at 1215 hrs 2d plat found 1 VC hiding in bush CR017804, results 1
VC WIA. At 1250 hrs B/1-503 CRO10795 took 2 detainees. At 1300 hrs A/1-50 had track break and
run into a hooch. Results 3 Civ injured. At 1330 hrs CO and Charlie Charlie CR014786 got 3
detainees. At 1346 hrs 1st plat B/1-50 extracted at CR014813, other picked up at 1403 hrs at
CR001836. Hawk nest spotted 3 to 5 VC with weapon BR960902 Arty working out. B/1-503 3d plat
CR006792 made contact with 1 VC 150 meter Results 1 VC KIA. At 1424 (LATE ENTRY) SRAPS
spotted 5 people running away BR98543 fired warning shots made sweep found 1 Dead female and got
1 male detainee 1155 hrs. LATE ENTRY SRAPS found 1 claymore at BR983838. B/1-503 has 1
detainee and took him back to CP to be questioned by national police. At 1827 SRAP’S request
medivac for national police. Said he is real sick. B/1-503 request medivac same time as SRAP. Has a
sick GI. Both Dust Off complete at 1832 hrs. At 2400 hrs frequency change. Have all element loud
and clear.

